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Foresights 

Hard Futures 

Deep Observations 

Practical Wisdoms

“It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark”

The Futures Agency (Switzerland) 

Futurist?

@gleonhard
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We are at the pivot point of exponential change



  

1 Million times the 
power of the fastest 
commercially available 
computer today

DWave quantum computer (Google / NASA)
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Becoming super-human… god-like ?
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Technology is morally neutral until we apply it 
(William Gibson)



(Wo)man and machine are increasingly converging





  

ALGORITHMS 

Explicit, verified data feeds, facts 

STEM: Science, Technology,  
Engineering, Math 

Knowledge, Data, Information

HUMARITHMS 

Random, unsaid, assumed, (sub)conscious, 
sentient, embodied, holistic, organic… 

HECI: Humanity,  Technology,  Creativity,  Imagination 

Intuition, Understanding, Emotion



We need to spend just as much time and resources on the future  
of humanity as we spend on exponential technologies and STEM



Humanity will 
change more 
in the next 20 
years than in 
the previous 
300 years



Digitization 

Mobilisation  

Screenification 

Automation 

Intelligization 

Virtualization 

Anticipation 

Augmentation 

Robotisation
9 “ations” that will transform our societies and enterprises



Anything 

that can be 

digitised + 

automated 

… will be



Automation will be an irresistible temptation for most businesses



“IT WASN’T RAINING WHEN NOAH BUILT THE ARK” 



Digitization | Automation | Virtualization | Robotization



HellVen

10% 90%



If Henry Ford had asked people what they wanted they would have said ‘faster horses’

Thought-leadership for a digital world is absolutely crucial now



On which future would you place your bet?



New digitally native Ecosystems: 50% more efficient, 90% cheaper 



Digitization Mobilisation  Screenification 

Automation Intelligization Virtualization 

Anticipation Augmentation Robotisation

• Future-centric learning, 

education and training 

• Next-generation banking, 

money and finance 

• Digital / Cloud Security  

• Personalised Medicine 

• Media & Advertising



Hybrid thinking becomes essential: 1) what is 2) what might be



Hybrid thinking example: the NYT and Virtual Reality
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Products

Services
Experiences

Meaning 
The future of business: providing experiences and meaning



72% of millennials 

would be likely to 

bank with non-

financial services 

companies with 

which they already 

do business 

(Accenture) The end of ‘good enough’



Technology 
also 

changes 
who we 

trust



+ From ownership to 
access (digital)  

+ From download to 
flow (just-in-time) 

+ Soon: from ‘free’ 
noise and mani-
pulation back to 
sense/relevance

“IT WASN’T RAINING WHEN NOAH BUILT THE ARK” 

Example: Media



Data is the new Oil. Intelligence is the new Petrol.
Video via IBM Cognitive Computing Youtube



Computing 
Internet of Things 
Marketing 
Transport 
Health 

Cognitive 
Everything: 



but… 
really?



Technology  
has no  
ethics



Should Silicon Valley really be ‘Mission Control for Humanity’ ?



Keep in mind:  
Technology is 
exponential but 

Humans are 
linear



Embrace technology - but don’t become it! 



How about a ‘Malta Summit for The Future’ ?



Thanks for your time and attention!
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